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Protect the safety of your employees and visitors using

Multi-Factor Authentication with
Wellness Declaration
Designed to help companies prevent a second wave of COVID-19.
Employees or visitors seeking to enter a building confirm their health
status before being granted access to facilities.

Wellness-Based Access Control

Enable survey authentication to protect your people and deny
at-risk user access.

Touchless Door Authentication

Minimize contact points using no-touch physical access with a mobile
authentication solution.

Alerts and Visibility for Management & HR

Get alerted as-it-happens. Receive alerts through apps you use today
(ex. Slack) if an individual is denied access

Comply with Safety Requirements

Safety regulations require certain protocols to ensure the health and
wellness of your people.

How it works

A user taps their card at your
facility

If user has not already completed the survey
that day, receives a mobile push notification to
complete Wellness Declaration prior to entry

Upon successful completion
of survey, access to door is
approved!

Complete Survey Anywhere, Anytime.
Users can complete the survey from anywhere at any point in time. If the user has not completed
the survey that day prior to arriving at your location, they will be prompted to complete the survey
upon tapping their card.

Solution Components

Link Device
An intelligent device designed to facilitate
the unification of physical security with
mobile authentication applications. Easy
installation, less than 30 minutes.

Link Admin Console
A platform to manage users, devices,
rules, system configuration and two-factor
authentication scheduling. Syncs users via
the solutions ACM sync feature.

Mobile Authenticator

The second factor of authentication to the
presented card. This can be BioConnect’s
provided mobile authentication app (for
Wellness Declaration, Biometric or Simple
Yes/No Approval), or a supported 3rd Party
Authenticator.

Strengthened Security with

Mobile Multi-Factor Authentication
Pick and choose how you want to authenticate
The BioConnect Link Solution offers mutiple authentication methods with the BC Mobile Authenticator.

Wellness Declaration

Protect the safety of your people and
environments with Mobile Wellness
Declaration.

Mobile Biometric Authentication
Add a layer of security by enabling mobile
biometric authentication using facial
recognition.

Yes/No Authentication

Simple yes/no mobile authentication
using our BC Mobile app or one of our
supported Authenticators.

Hardware Specifications
Processor

Xtensa LX6 dual-core 240MHz with Secure Boot ATmega168 16MHz

Dynamic Memory

500kB SRAM

Long-Term Storage

4MB hardware-encrypted flash storage (FIPS-197 compliant)

Network Connectivity

10Base-T / 100Base-TX 802.11B/G/N, WPA/WPA2 Secure 2.4GHz
Wireless Mesh (optional) Bluetooth 4.2 BR/EDR/BLE

Input Voltage

+12 V DC / PoE (+44VDC) 

Wiegand Interface

4 pairs: Wiegand In/Out + LED control

Relays

4 pairs: 12-30VDC (dry), 2.5A inductive, 5A resistive

Operating Temperature

-40°C (-40°F) to +125°C (+257°F) 

Dimensions

86.4mm X 132.9mm X 24.7 mm

Security and Privacy
Hardware: BioConnect Link Device

Software: BioConnect Link Admin Console

The communication between the Link hardware and the BioConnect cloud
service is protected using mutually authenticated TLS 1.2 certificates on a
secure MQTT protocol. Our hardware has multiple layers of redundancy to
ensure your access events go through, even in the event of one or more
of power, hardware or software failure.

Operates behind HTTPS, using TLS 1.2 and provides a standard web application to administer the solution, for example, adding users, schedules,
devices, and cards. Our software uses a microservice infrastructure to follow modular software design principles, allowing for higher manageability
and scalability. Our cloud service has been designed to scale horizontally,
and vertically as required. This is to ensure that access requests are processed regardless of failures and seamlessly handles peak traffic loads.

1. Mechanical bypass to ACM in loss of power to the hardware device.
2. Device bypass to ACM if hardware device loses internet connection or
cannot connect to the BioConnect cloud service.
3. Hardware equipped with partition to load an older OTA config/
Firmware.
4. Cloud redundancy for each service for BioConnect Link hardware
device.
5. Link has a dedicated hardware watchdog and software watchdog;
either of these will completely reboot and reinitialize the Wiegand circuitry
within 250ms of detecting a hardware or software error.

Privacy and Data Storage
1. Data in Transit: Each device is securely provisioned with a X509
certificate, and BioConnect does not have access to the device’s locally
generated private key. For a device, certificate-based authentication is the
sole method of logging into the BioConnect cloud exchange; there are no
generic usernames or pre-shared passwords that could be obtained by
a third-party and then used to forge a connection to your cloud service.
In addition to the encrypted transport layer, all user physical access data
is separately protected, using either strong symmetric encryption or anonymized using one-way secure hashing. (HMAC-AES256) before it leaves
the device.
2. Data at Rest: All local flash memory is protected by hardware encryption (AES-256), using a random key that is generated locally on each
device and securely stored in a dedicated hardware enclave. Over-The-Air
configuration upgrades support full, automatic rollback in the event of
configuration errors.
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Ready to get started?
Head to www.bioconnect.com to learn more or contact us directly
at sales@bioconnect.com
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